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Jetico's File and Folder Encryption extension can be added to create a strong line of defense
against cyber criminals and nosy IT professionals. Its progressive hash-based strong key

encryption and hashing algorithms render data meaningless and incapable of accessibility, no
matter how much they are examined and revised. Its effective web-based central management
console permits you to remotely manage all encrypted information, enhance firewall rules, and

associate the program to specific directories or new folders with a simple click. This provides full
assurance that no intruder will be able to get access to the information and that it is encrypted

according to the most advanced security standards. It can centrally protect all of your
information with powerful access controls to ensure that no one can get to it without your

approval. Keep your private information secure and prevent it from falling in the wrong hands
with strong file encryption. The Jetico File and Folder Encryption extension provides high-strength
256-bit encryption algorithms to encrypt your files and folders. To make it even more secure, the
encryption algorithms are stored on remote servers and transported over a secured connection.

If anyone ever tries to get access to your files, they will be completely meaningless and
inaccessible. Alignkey is a leading file encryption software for system encryption, container file

encryption, and archive file encryption. It supports massive files of up to 70GB. Alignkey can
protect a variety of data and it is capable of preserving the integrity of secure information.
Alignkey supports a variety of platforms including Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, and 10. You can

select a series of encryption algorithms to determine the level of security for each individual file
or folder. Alignkey offers a unique On-Demand mode that encrypts files on the fly and it can also

encrypt virtual disks. Alignkey protects all your confidential data and you can access it when
required. It can protect up to 10000 files or folders and the amount of data can be modified to up

to 100TB.
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dekart private disk 2.10.1703
features a wizard-driven

interface. disk encryption is
made easy through the

combination of wizards to handle
the entire process, monitor the

folders and file access, as well as
allow for user management. it
protects any chosen files or

folders from leaking out. no one
can get access to your private

knowledge unless they have got
the right password or keys. once
the password is verified, you can
transparently enter and use the
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info according to your
requirement. no extra steps are

needed to maintain new or
altered records in a comfortable
encrypted state. version 2.12 of

dekart private disk 2.10 is of
great help to those who must

secure their data, as it offers a
number of useful functions. it

can encrypt and unlock various
disk drives as well as disk
volumes without having to

provide the pin, the password or
the key. it features a wizard-
driven interface. no matter

where you are located, dekart
private disk 2.12 will scan your
computer automatically. it can
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detect as much as 800+ file
types. this powerful, fast and
non-interactive tool can scan

files, registry, emails and
network drives with few mouse
clicks. no matter where you are,
dekart private disk 2.12 is ready
to scan your system and detect

all malicious and invalid items. in
addition to all the features

below, it also integrates
flawlessly with windows explorer

to provide an intuitive user
interface. thus, you can enjoy

simple operation with a minimal
system impact. the encryption
application is simple to use and

offers you the opportunity to
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quickly and easily encrypt any
information, disk, folder, or file

on your usb stick. to encrypt the
data you simply drag and drop
the files and folders you wish to
hide and cryptainer will encrypt

the data for you. after the
encryption process has been

completed, you can immediately
use your encrypted usb stick.
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